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AMENDED CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT APPLICATION 

FOR NATURAL RESOURCE EXTRACTION 

ALASKA AGGREGATE PRODUCTS, LLC 

LOCATION 

The area proposed for the conditional use permit (CUP) for natural resource extraction is 

described as Tract 1, Village Park Subdivision filed under Plat No. 90-32 in the Anchorage 

Recoding District, Third Judicial District, State of Alaska.  Said Tract 1 is located within the SE 

1/4 of Section 24, T16N, R1W, S.M., Alaska.  Contains an area of 54.401 acres, more or less; a 

portion of Lot 15, Section 24, T16N, R1W, S.M., AK: beginning at the northeast corner of said 

Lot 15; thence on the easterly line thereof S 00-01-00 E 1318.48 feet to the southeast corner of 

Lot 15; thence N 47-26-15 W 1172.88 feet on a non-radial line to a curve concave to the 

southeast having a radius of 2760.85 feet and whose center bears S 39-56-52 E, said curve being 

on the northwesterly line of Lot 15; thence northeasterly 452.84 feet on the arc of said curve 

through a central angle of 09-23-52; thence continuing on said northwesterly line N 59-27-00 E  

519.55 to the northwest corner of Lot 15; thence N 89-59-00 E 46.66 feet to the point of 

beginning. Contains an area of 13.637 acres more or less; and a portion of the NW1/4 of the 

NE1/4 of Section 25, T16N, R1W, S.M., AK.  Beginning at the northwest corner of said NW1/4; 

thence on the northerly line thereof S 89-59-00 E 729.25 feet; thence departing said northerly 

line S 47-26-15 E 368.71 feet to the northwesterly right of way line of the New Glenn Highway; 

thence on said northwesterly line S 42-33-45 W 493.10 feet; thence departing said northwesterly 

line N 47-26-15 W  905.97 feet to the point of beginning.  Contains an area of 7.215 acres more 

or less (Figure 1). 

Statement of Planning Objectives/Description of Operations 

The objective of the project is for Eklutna Inc. (Eklutna), and Alaska Aggregate Products (AAP) 

to conduct a natural resource extraction operation, on an approximately 76-acre area in Eklutna, 

Alaska.  The site is owned by Eklutna and the natural resource extraction will be performed by 

AAP.   

Eklutna is requesting a CUP to allow for natural resource extraction in the above-described area, 

which contains portions designated both R-7 (Intermediate Rural Residential) district and T 
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(Transition).  Natural resource extraction is a permitted conditional use in both of these districts.  

Eklutna owns most of the adjacent lands (Figure 2). 

The area is approximately 76-acres.  Approximately 43-acres of this area is to be excavated and 

backfilled with unusable materials such as peats, clays, silts, and others that do not meet 

foundation specifications from civil construction projects throughout the area.  In addition, the 

overburden and topsoil from the site will also be used as backfill material and will be used to cap 

previous mined section to be reseeded.  Materials mined and processed on site will consist of 

only aggregate products; crushed, screened, and transported off site to be used on roadway and 

infrastructure projects.   

Previously, a gravel extraction operation was approved on the land immediately to south of the 

proposed site (Attachment A - 2007-011 Resolution).  The existing gravel extraction operation is 

part of a PC-district Master Plan Site Plan.  The proposed site is in an area zoned R-7 and 

requires a CUP to extend the existing operations to this site.  The existing gravel pit is operated 

by AAP and Eklutna owns the land.  The existing operation, as approved, has been hindered by 

the in situ materials not being as good at depth as originally indicated by test borings.  It is 

anticipated that mining operations at the existing gravel pit will move north to the proposed CUP 

site, after approval.  The purpose of the CUP is to allow for additional gravel extraction to meet 

current contractual obligations, as well as future sales.   

Based upon a recent geotechnical investigation (Attachment C), it is anticipated that the 

proposed CUP area contains good material.  The area will be mined in sections throughout the 

next five to ten years, though the schedule will be controlled by the local market demand for 

aggregate products.  The backfilling of the area will start as mining operations allow.   

The project area, as a whole, encompasses a relatively large area, and therefore is broken into 

three phases (Figure 7).  This submittal focuses on the second phase of the site, which is located 

in the northern portion of the site, north of the previously approved phase one (Figure 3).  It is 

anticipated that site work and extraction on this site will begin in spring 2009, if approved.   

Site Description 

The area proposed for the CUP for natural resource extraction is legally described as T16N, 

R1W, S.M., Alaska; a portion of Lot 15, Section 24, T16N, R1W, S.M., AK: Beginning at the 
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northeast corner of said Lot 15; thence on the easterly line thereof S 00-01-00 E 1318.48 feet to 

the southeast corner of Lot 15; thence N 47-26-15 W  1172.88 feet on a non-radial line to a curve 

concave to the southeast having a radius of 2760.85 feet and whose center bears S 39-56-52 E, 

said curve being on the northwesterly line of Lot 15; thence northeasterly 452.84 feet on the arc 

of said curve through a central angle of 09-23-52; thence continuing on said northwesterly line N 

59-27-00 E  519.55 to the northwest corner of Lot 15; thence N 89-59-00 E 46.66 feet to the 

point of beginning.  Contains an area of 13.637 acres more or less; and a portion of the NW1/4 of 

the NE1/4 of Section 25, T16N, R1W, S.M., AK.  Beginning at the northwest corner of said 

NW1/4; thence on the northerly line thereof S 89-59-00 E 729.25 feet; thence departing said 

northerly line S 47-26-15 E 368.71 feet to the northwesterly right of way line of the New Glenn 

Highway; thence on said northwesterly line S 42-33-45 W 493.10 feet; thence departing said 

northwesterly line N 47-26-15 W  905.97 feet to the point of beginning.  Contains an area of 

7.215 acres more or less.  (Figure 1). 

A 100-foot existing vegetated buffer will be maintained along the ARRC ROW and along the 

Glenn Highway.  Where the proposed project area is adjacent to R-7 zoned property, a 200-foot 

existing vegetative buffer will be left between the gravel extraction area and the residentially 

zoned land.   

Mining for aggregate processing purposes will begin in the southern portion of the site (Figure 

6).  The second section of gravel excavation operations will occur on the most northern portion 

of the site, so that a round-robin operation within the site will be created.  The northern 

extraction area is proposed to be operated as a pit-run operation with no gravel extraction for 

processing will continue from the south in a northerly direction, while backfilling will be 

occurring from the north in a southerly direction.  Specific activities associated with the 

proposed project are described below. 

Description of Operations 

Access.  Access to the proposed site will be taken through the access point of the existing gravel 

extraction operation to the south of the proposed CUP site.  Access to the site is through a locked 

gate at the northeast corner of the site on Eklutna Village Road (Figure 4).  No trespassing signs 

and signs warning of mining operations will be posted at the entrance.  The access roads through 
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the site are used by ARRC for maintenance of the nearby railroad tracks.  Due to the proximity 

to the ARRC rail line, the site is regularly patrolled by ARRC personnel. 

Clearing and Grubbing.  Approximately 43-acres will be cleared of existing vegetation.  Trees 

and roots will be removed and offered as firewood to Eklutna residents.  The smaller trees, 

shrubs, and roots will be ground with mulching equipment and buried as backfill material.  This 

process will be done in phases that coincide with the extraction plan.   

Stripping.  Approximately 43 acres will be stripped to expose the underlying gravel deposit.  The 

topsoil/overburden varies in thickness from one to two feet.  Any surplus material may be sold or 

blended.   

Extraction.  Extraction of aggregate will occur in five sections (Figure 6).  Each section will 

begin after clearing and grubbing of the section is complete.  Mining will begin in sections one 

and five.  Mining in section one will occur from the south to the north.  Material from section 

one will be used to produce processed materials.  Mining in section five will begin at the 

northern portion of the site and will continue in a southerly direction.  Material in section five 

will be taken off-site as pit-run for projects, and the mined area will be backfilled with unusable 

materials such as peats, clays, silts, and others.  This will support an efficient round-robin 

operation.  As mining proceeds in other sections, the overburden will be moved into the 

previously mined sections and capped with topsoil that has been stockpiled on-site.  

Approximately, a total of 1,500,000 cubic yards will be excavated from the proposed CUP site.   

On average, 30-foot-high blocks will be mined in 2 or 3 passes with a loader and dozer.  This 

will result in an average cut thickness of 10 to 15 feet.  The use of the dozer in the extraction 

process will result in safe slopes that will be no steeper than 1.5:1.  (This will be the working 

slope during excavation, as the site will be backfilled and regraded to match pre-excavation 

topography, the final slope will be graded back to match as close as possible the site’s natural 

existing slope.)  A large excavator or dragline would then be used to excavate the material, 

leaving a minimum of four-feet above the water table (Figure 7).  After each section has been 

fully extracted, initial reclamation will be implemented.  The reclamation of each section will 

coincide with extraction of the next section. 
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Access roads will be developed and maintained within the proposed gravel pit limits; speed 

limits will be posted for safety and to mitigate dust emissions.  Watering as necessary to control 

dust will be done.   

Well Data.  Well data indicates that the majority of area residents are most likely getting water 

from a community well (Well 4 on Figure 7.)  The well log for the community well shows the 

water table to be 48 feet deep.  Other local well data shows the water table to range from a depth 

of 22 to 50 feet deep.  AAP is currently working on a set of test borings on-site to determine the 

existing on-site water table depth.  The borings will be drilled to water table depth or a maximum 

of 45 feet in depth. 

Grading/Drainage.  It is anticipated that water will remain on-site and infiltrate into the ground.  

No pumping or dewatering is assumed to be required.  See Figure 5 for the Conceptual 

Grading/Drainage plan.   

Processing.  Process plant operations will include stockpiling, washing, and crushing to meet 

standard specifications for aggregate materials (Attachment B).  The plant will remain at its 

current location, with the currently operated pit, leaving the maximum separation between 

residents of Eklutna Village and the processing Plant. 

A loader will deliver the mined aggregate to the horizontal impact crusher, followed by screen 

decks transferring to cone crusher or vertical shaft impactor, and then screened into final form 

for delivery to clients.  The set-up may change slightly depending on the product being 

produced.  The material would then be stored in stockpiles and loaded into haul trucks with a 

front-end loader.  The processing equipment will produce approximately 5,000 tons of aggregate 

per day.   

Shipping.  Aggregates will be shipped mostly by tandem, tri-axle, or tractor-trailer trucks.  The 

trucks will be filled with front-end loaders and weighted prior to leaving the pit.  Based on the 

quantity of material to be shipped, it is anticipated that truck volumes will be ten trucks per hour.  

On average, 60 to 90 loads per day will be hauled from the site.  Speed limits will remain posted 

in the pit operations and processing areas and on all access roads. 

Equipment Maintenance.  The equipment maintenance area will maintain a zero-leak policy.  All 

routine lubrication and fueling of equipment will be located on the existing gravel extraction 
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area, located to the southwest of the processing plant (Figure 4).  Appropriate controls will be put 

in place to ensure there will be no surface or water table contamination.  Major maintenance of 

equipment will be performed off-site.  

Reclamation.  Once an area of the pit is depleted of gravel and is no longer needed for processing 

or stockpiling, it will be reclaimed.  The area will be re-contoured to match the topography that 

existed prior to excavation or in a manner consistent with the intended end-use of the property, 

which is in the range of 1 to 5 percent (Figure 8).  Subsoil and topsoil will be replaced and the 

area will be seeded.  It is anticipated that this will be left as open space, intended for recreational 

opportunities.  The only structural development on the property may be at the most northern 

portion the site, which is intended to be a community center, developed by Native Village of 

Eklutna (NVE) sometime in the future.   

Development Schedule with Phases and Dates 

AAP would begin development of the gravel mining operation for the proposed site immediately 

upon approval of the CUP.  Operations would be expected to occur between early April and late 

October and would occur Monday through Saturday; from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.  AAP is 

requesting a ten-year approval period for this CUP with a non-public hearing Planning and 

Zoning Commission review after five years. 

Mining will begin in sections one and five (Figure 6).  Mining in section one will occur from the 

south to the north.  Mining in section five will begin at the northern portion of the site and will 

continue in a southerly direction.  As mining proceeds in other sections, the overburden will be 

moved into the previously mined sections.  It is anticipated that approximately 300,000 cubic 

yards of aggregate will be mined per year.  Approximately 1,500,000 cubic yards of aggregate 

will be mined from the site over a five-year period.  The 10-year approval is necessary to 

accommodate potential market demand shifts and reclamation. 

Intent of Final Ownership 

The surface estate for the site is owned by Eklutna, Inc. and they are expected to retain 

ownership.  The subsurface estates are owned by Cook Inlet Region Incorporated (CIRI).  AAP 

is developing these sites under an agreement with Eklutna, Inc. and CIRI. 
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Traffic and Pedestrian Circulation 

The site will be accessed by an existing gated access road off Eklutna Village Road (Figure 4).  

The access road is gated and only AAP personnel or contractors involved in mining operations 

may access the site.  Work crews access the site via the gated access road off Eklutna Village 

Road.  During quarry operations periods, there would be approximately 60 to 90 project-related 

round trips a day on the Eklutna Village Road.  The existing operation and the proposed site 

share common ownership and will be operated by AAP.  As the existing gravel extraction 

operations will be moving to the proposed site, there will be no traffic increase in the area from 

haul trucks associated with the CUP then what currently exists in association with the existing 

operations.  Basically, this will be an extension of the existing operation with the material being 

extracted just moved northward.   

Eklutna owned lands are private, “no trespassing,” signs are posted throughout their property and 

enforcement measures to deter trespassers are taken. 

Vegetation and Land Use 

The vegetation on the site varies based on topography.  On the eastern portion of the site, 

vegetation consists of secondary growth alder near the center of the site and in areas previously 

disturbed by development no vegetative undergrowth.  In undisturbed areas, the predominant 

vegetation is aspen, cottonwood, and spruce, with little or no vegetative undergrowth.  In the 

upland areas, primary growth cottonwood and aspen trees are dominant with open, grassy 

undergrowth.  Intermittent stands of black spruce are present in the uplands.  Thick, secondary 

growth alders and devil’s club are found in previously disturbed areas, such as vegetative cuts 

along utility rights-of-way.  This vegetation is similar to the vegetation found on surrounding 

vacant lands.   

The project site is located between the Glenn Highway and the ARRC tracks.  The majority of 

lands in the vicinity are undeveloped.  The residential portion in the NVE is located 

approximately 250 feet to the north of the extraction site.   
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21.50.020 General Standards for Conditional Use Approval 

The authority hearing a conditional use application may approve the application only if it finds 

that the conditional use: 

A. Furthers the goals and policies of the applicable Comprehensive Development Plan and 

conforms to the Comprehensive Development Plan in the manner required by 

Chapter 21.05. 

The AAP proposed CUP site is located in an area covered by the Chugiak-Eagle River 

Comprehensive (CERC) Plan (Figure 1).  The CERC Plan’s land use plan map identifies the site, 

and most areas around it as Development Reserve.  As well, lands to the west and northwest are 

also designated as Development Reserve.  This designation is intended for areas that are 

generally suitable for development but where the location and absence of public facilities and 

lack of projected demand make near-term and intermediate-term development uncertain.   

Lands to the east, across the New Glenn Highway, are classified as Commercial.  The 

commercial designation provides for areas that are developed for commercial purposes and that 

are expected to remain commercial in the future, and for those lands that are best suited for 

commercial use in the future.  It is the intent of the CERC Plan to concentrate commercial 

development at strategic locations, rather than allowing them to expand along major arterials.   

The proposed use is consistent with these land use categories. 

The proposed CUP is consistent with the goals and policies of the CERC Plan.  In particular, the 

project promotes the goal related to parks, open space, greenways and recreation facilities 

development that calls for ensuring a wide range of recreational opportunities to all segments of 

the community.  The long-term reclamation use of the area will provide open space and 

recreational opportunities for the residents of the NVE and shareholders of Eklutna.  It is also 

consistent with the goal relating to preserving, restoring, protecting historic and archaeological 

sites determined to have local and/or state significance.  It is expected that the long-term 

reclamation of the area may include restoration of cultural ties between residents of the NVE and 

the land.  
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Conforms to the specific standards for that use in this title and regulations promulgated 

under this title. 

The CUP is in conformance with AMC 21.50.070.  The proposed CUP area consists of lands 

zoned both R-7 (Intermediate Rural Residential) and T (Transition).  The R-7 district is intended 

to encourage low-density residential development, and is intended for those land areas where 

large lot development is desirable as an adjunct to the more typical urban and suburban 

residential zoning districts.  The Transition District is intended to include suburban and rural 

areas that, because of location in relationship to other development, topography or soil 

conditions, are not developing and are not expected to develop in the immediate future.  The 

permitted uses in this district are intended to be as flexible as possible consistent with protection 

from incompatible uses.  Natural resource extraction requires a CUP in both of these zoning 

districts. 

A discussion of conformance with the standards of approval specific to natural resource 

extraction operations is discussed below under AMC 21.50.070.   

B. Will be compatible with existing and planned land uses in the surrounding 

neighborhood and with the intent of its use district. 

The proposed CUP is compatible with Eklutna long-range land use plans.  The land immediately 

to the south of the proposed site currently operates as a gravel extraction operation and will be 

reclaimed.  Most lands in the vicinity of the proposed project are currently undeveloped and 

owned by Eklutna (Figure 2).  There is low-density residential development in the Thunderbird 

Heights area and in Eklutna Village.  Due to the location of the site between the ARRC tracks 

and the Glenn Highway, the site will be reclaimed in a manner that is consistent with current and 

future land uses, associated with the NVE.   

D. Will not have a permanent negative impact on the items listed below substantially 

greater than that anticipated from permitted development. 

1. Pedestrian and Vehicular Traffic Circulation and Safety 

The proposed CUP will not have a negative impact on pedestrian or vehicular traffic 

circulation and safety.  The site will be accessed by an existing gated access road off 
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Eklutna Village Road (Figure 4).  The access road is gated and only AAP personnel or 

contractors involved in mining operations may access the site.  Work crews access the 

site via the gated access road off Eklutna Village Road.  During quarry operations 

periods, there would be approximately 60 to 90 project-related round trips a day on the 

Eklutna Village Road.  The existing operation and the proposed site share common 

ownership and will be operated by AAP.  As the existing mining operations will be 

moving to the proposed site, there will be no traffic increase in the area from haul trucks 

associated with the CUP then what currently exists in association with the existing 

operations.   

No pedestrians are allowed on-site, other than those workers engaged in mining 

operations. 

2. The Demand for and Availability of Public Services and Facilities 

The CUP site will not require any new public services or facilities. 

3. Noise, Air, Water or Other Forms of Environmental Pollution 

Operations are expected to occur between early April and late October and would occur 

Monday through Saturday; from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.  The processing area will be 

onsite and it is not expected that the CUP would substantively change traffic volumes or 

noise in the general area.   

A Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) has been completed for the proposed 

CUP site.  The SWPPP is implemented to reduce the potential for erosion, sedimentation 

and other water pollution.  Although gravel extraction operations will result in additional 

air emissions from equipment use and vehicular traffic, measures will be put into place to 

mitigate the expected emissions so they will not adversely affect air quality in the area. 

4. The maintenance of compatible and efficient development patterns and land use 

intensities 

The proposed CUP will not change the maintenance of compatible and efficient 

development patterns and land use intensities.  The proposed site is in an area that has 

historically been used for gravel extraction.  Additional old gravel pits are located to the 
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northwest of the site and there is a current gravel extraction site adjacent to the south of 

the proposed site.  The restoration of the site will result in open space between the ARRC 

tracks and the Glenn Highway.   
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21.50.070 Conditional Use Standards - Natural Resource Extraction 

1. Principal Access to the site shall minimize use of residential streets and access roads 

shall be treated to be dust free.  Suitable traffic controls shall be established where 

access roads intersect arterials. 

The site will be accessed by an existing gated access road off Eklutna Village Road (Figure 

4).  The access road is gated and only AAP personnel or contractors involved in mining 

operations may access the site.  Work crews access the site via the gated access road off 

Eklutna Village Road.  During quarry operations periods, there would be approximately 60 to 

90 project-related round trips a day on the Eklutna Village Road.  The existing operation and 

the proposed site share common ownership and will be operated by AAP.  As the existing 

mining operations will be moving to onto the proposed site, there will be no traffic increase 

in the area from haul trucks associated with the CUP then what currently exists in association 

with the existing operations.   

Measures will be implemented to keep dust emissions minimized. 

2. Extraction operations will not pose a hazard to the public health and safety. 

The proposed CUP would not pose a hazard to public health and safety.  The sites are 

secured with locked gates and only AAP crews and contractors have access to the gravel pits 

and processing areas.  Air emissions and water discharges from the sites are not expected to 

pose a hazard to public health and safety.   

3. The extraction operations will not generate noise, dust, surface water runoff, or traffic 

that will unduly interfere with surrounding land uses.   

As described under the general standards above, most adjacent properties are undeveloped.  

The processing area is located on site.  The CUP would not be expected to substantively 

change traffic volumes or noise in the general area.   

It is anticipated that normal operations will not generate significant amount of dust.  This is 

primarily due to the fact that the gravel pit floor will be composed of relatively clean 

aggregate.   
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During gravel stripping and recovery operations, the stripping site will be water-sprayed as 

necessary to minimize any dust generated.  Stockpiles will be kept wet during the loading 

operations, and as necessary.  Conveyors associated with the processing equipment are 

misted to control dust, during operation. 

Dust, associated with trucking out of material, will be mitigated by maintaining the access 

road and staging/loading areas.   

A SWPPP will be implemented to reduce the potential for erosion, sedimentation, and other 

water pollution.  Measures will also be implemented to reduce the potential for dust.  

Although quarry operations will result in additional air emissions from equipment use and 

vehicular traffic, the expected emissions would not adversely affect air quality in the 

Anchorage area. 

4. The restoration plan for the sites ensures that, after extraction operations cease, the site 

will be left in a safe, stable, and aesthetically acceptable condition.   

Once an area of each pit is depleted of gravel and is no longer needed for processing or 

stockpiling, it will be reclaimed.  The area will be recontoured to match the topography that 

existed prior to excavation or in a manner consistent with the intended end-use of the 

property (Figure 8).  Subsoil and topsoil will be replaced and the area seeded with non-

invasive plant species.   
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